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Lemi①day,February 1 17:Let A(x) be bounded,

no classes next week? Rienom integrable function, and

Recall if supremum of real parts suppose that ALX)>0 for
-

of zeros of JI5(8 that Is5031, x3x. Let o be the internum
*

No R11 ), then of OCIR such that IASXSdx
↑(x) - x x x010g-X. converses. The

1

what aboutcorresponding bare bounds?F(s)
=5.*AG)x"of (is notice

Recall:"London's theorem."(Theorem 1.2
in 500 and has

in Nrl:Let<(s) = onn's have singularity of S =0,

abscisse of conversion."If Example:Let S()sFT
an30 for all sufficientlylarge n, o A() =5

②

the als) has a singularity of IXdS(x) =16p*v
s =3(5)(1-25).

n=7

S
=

5.
An enology:

-"j3(5)( - 2")) =B)(5) xs*dx
fer0>o A()
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General phenomenons "Rightmost" mains "largest real part"-
if SCA) =[ An onr A(=S* Reall:

n=X - T( =G Aln) 091then c(s) =(A4)x6
where (is) -ann'? HATE CUC nPIX

n=1

Typical usage of London'stheorem Let be the supremum of real parts

· If AC) iseventuality nonnegative, d zs &T1s.

then the rightmost singularity of Theorem15.2:For every 900,

P(s) is on the real oxis. ↓(1 -x =2x(x*
-

1.
· Contropositive:if the rightmost (In other words,
singularity ofPIs) is not on the limsup 4* >0 And

real axis,the AS) is not eventually -87 X

nonnegative (or eventually compositive
limit4* <0.)
x0X

Thus ACD changes sign infinitely often. And F11)-lil =2x(x8-5).
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rofWe know.5(s =s?,4****dx Similarly, looking of 4(x)x + x8S

on so
establishes the old /

(P(4() -X-X0-3)xdx Similary, one can show

=
-?(s) ST'sFis S [li(*x-1dx5 - 189(5) 1) +r(s)
min where ris) is entire;and the

· no singularity at 5=) (concellation)

=> longest nest singularity is at 10(8
-

2.(116)l4))x"dx
5=4 -5.

=sxa'blos (515(s())+
· TC) has zeros with real part
longer thou 8-s(by dithio() our esonite singularities...

Recoll:P(x) =4(x)x +0(xexplored)
o The RHS has singularities to
the right of 1-2. x() =1(x), *10).

By London's thorn 4(x,x*30 S:of #E, then
infinitely often. (praesx G() - X =17(x*

-

1)

h(x) -lik):same d
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· if $*, then we only know littlewood (as):

84 x=r.(XB
-1) ↑() -x = R*(xloglog 105).

a() - lik) =some wh
-- <1-lix) =1/5 ks1197).Ex

thoven15.3: Suppose T() =0 I
with Dep8. ("Supremum is

0xX =11(vbgbgbX)
Altimed, SA). Then

linsup **s π
*-1) =hx(xkb5(x)

x+0 X

Inl 41x)-x In particular,
85% xs

- j.
a6> lix) infinitely item.

In particular, unconditionally

Y(xx+1x() Montgomey'sConjecture:
right moxal Nde

27x() 27 (*).
of HA'x should be Vxlles1og4-

G)-*)
5 S

But only itfor
85x our N-lis). (2) 7)
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[Added aftercloss] both sets ofzeros are subsets

We can use the some techniques ofthe set of zeros of

to getoscillation theirens
for
I Us,x), butthere might

things like x(z)

① 44,9,x oY) be concellation in (when

x()*X)) or 01E (when

i [x(a) [,p+smol two LX) shore a zeal.
x(m9] L(p,X)=0

S "O" could depend a
o 4(59,0) - 4(x,9,3)

② otra[(x(),x(*)x + smoll. & ondlarb in principle.

x(m,9]

Notice I depends on the poles &

2x(a) [kN) on & depends on

*

the zeros of(a) (b)1x;


